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Developing Skills
for Increased
Opportunities

Student leaders and advisors always have tasks that need to be done, checklists that need to

When discussing the development of these skills, ask the following questions and develop
the process of supporting your students with tangible and actionable items. Your leadership
group may consist of many student groups, so use that diversity to think creatively.
• Is your leadership program allowing your leaders to continuously thrive and acquire new skills?
• Are you, the student leader, giving others the opportunity for involvement? If so, how? If not,
how can you work to provide more opportunities?
• How can you break thinking patterns in your life?
• How can being open-minded help you in leadership?
• As a leader, how do you help team members understand that some things aren't happening "to"
them, but "because" of them?
• How are you creating opportunities for team members to share responsibility?
• Think back on the moments when you did invite your team to share responsibility. Where you
successful? Where did you get the team to take initiative to build a plan for solving a real issue?
*ASB stands for Associated Student Body Leadership, and leadership classes will hereafter be
referred to using this acronym.
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Shared Ownership
This section is intended for Executive Leaders and Position Holders

topics and ideas we choose to include
also

and Advisors:

ensures

everyone

in

the

that contributes to the overall creation
of the product.
Leaders
communicate with

Shared Ownership is when the leader
of a committee (or the Student
Body/Class President) actively tries to
work with their peers to determine
what needs to be achieved and
accomplished to meet and exceed the
objective or task. Leaders with this skill
see this as an opportunity to build

reasons. These
reasons are the

additional element of their job.
Why is it Important?
When people feel like they are just as
involved as the committee lead or
president but also feel like they have a
true responsibility and ownership in the
creation and achievement of the
overall task, they are much more likely

causes. It is

communication and

each requires

audience.

What is Shared Ownership?
On the CASL State Board, the idea and
skill of Shared Ownership (also known traditional position hierarchy in an ASB
as
Shared
Responsibility)
are
constantly discussed and applied.
We’ve experienced the extreme sustainable environment of unity and
skill, and we feel all ASB Leadership
to simultaneously create structures
leaders to have. Even the Curriculum that promote collective ownership. In
Committee (that proudly creates these
Ownership.
Isha
Chander,
our
Committee Lead, constantly searches
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Shared Ownership

What You Can Do Right Now?
Even our speech impacts the way others view our leadership:
when we speak in commands, we create “top-down leadership,” which

and allow others to feel that sense of “buy-in.”

accusatory.
For more
resources

out our 2019 CASL

Advisors: Explain the fundamental chain reaction of Shared Ownership
In business, companies (Advisors, Presidents, Student Directors) take care of
their employees (ASB Students) >
school students) >

PDF.
https://tinyurl.com/y28grwle

Credits: 2019 CASL Rapids Curriculum, Faye Wang’s Shared Ownership Curriculum,
& Gallup Analytics & Advice for Leaders
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Open-Mindedness
This section is intended for all student leaders and advisors

What is Open-Mindedness?
how detailed or small the talk was, did it leave you in a better mood or leave you
with a takeaway? Open-mindedness is the ability to receive new ideas and

Why is it important?

your beliefs, but simply expand your worldview.
In leadership, an open mind can help you think more critically, especially when

problems will ever be the same, but an open mind can make you more adaptable

What can you do right now?
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Here are three tips to break thinking patterns and challenge your mindset:

•
own your mistake.

•

•
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This section is intended for all student leaders and advisors

• Act responsibly to maintain respect.

close to you.
• Avoid implicit bias and hear what both sides have to say,

who collaborate attempt to work with others to identify a certain solution that
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Win-Win Negotiation

• Perception: Put yourself in their shoes!
you do.
is clear and precise.

interests have been considered, they are more likely to be more open-minded

By this point in the discussion, each side will

your options.
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T

Know your BATNA:

new course of action, but rather a favored backup option.

Credits: 2020-2021 CASL Board Research, Landmark, & MindTools

This quiz, by the University of Colorado
Boulder, helps individuals identify and

https://cuboulder.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/
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Amplifying the
and Students

school can aid in the process of supporting your students with tangible and actionable items.
Your leadership group may consist of many student groups, so use that diversity to think
creatively.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How is your ASB or Leadership Class providing mental health resources?
Is there any stigma around mental health at your school?
What does your campus do to support marginalized students?
How does your ASB educate against microaggressions and stereotypes?
Are there equitable resources to help with mental health on your campus?
What awareness initiatives does your campus host surrounding inclusion and mental health?
How can your ASB maintain a steady form of communication to gather student voice and input?
What is out of the control of your ASB regarding mental health programming? With this in mind,
what is the result your leadership class is hoping to achieve with mental health initiatives?
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Supporting Marginalized Groups

Who are marginalized groups?

communities.
How to help marginalized people on campus

student

out to students, ask club representatives if they would like to participate and

with questions that
share how their
and what advisors

experience as a minority on campus felt?” “Have you encountered any
culture, sexuality, or disabilities?” and “In what ways can ASB improve the

a savior. Allow these students the opportunity to share their own experiences
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include
initiatives surrounded by
upon the

Avoiding misconceptions

communication can take place over any online platform where virtual classes are

don’t feel alone on campus and understand the entirety of their identity is valid
and deserves to be embraced by themselves and those around them.
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Navigating Through
School as a Student Leader
This section is intended for all student leaders and advisors

Common Issues Student Leaders Face

with their insecurities and self doubt within their roles. Remember, no person
to where they are and experience all of the same fears as everyone else. While
actions, it’s okay to let other people know you are nervous and self-conscious

reactions from students, even if the feedback received is not what you had
anticipated, that’s okay! Everyone wants to be a critic, but not everyone wants
and continue to improve when needed.
How to Move Past these Mindsets
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valid. Instead, take this as an opportunity to learn the perspective of other people

leadership will allow you to focus on what’s truly important and not about the

Staying True to Yourself

leadership positions, you are often thrust into situations where you are presented

community as best as it possibly could and you feel uncomfortable, do not

believe in. At the end of the day, you are the one who will have to live with the
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Awareness Initiatives
This section is intended for all student leaders and advisors

Now that your ASB knows how to

about how to create

Dedicate a Week to Mindfulness
caslboard.com/curriculum.

mental health is one of the keys to

Padlets so others can see they are not
alone.

your peers do not have access to those teachers, and faculty wear a blue dot

mental clarity.
way to help those who need someone
and discrimination

share their voices and
raise awareness

health week is to focus on a topic each
day and then wrap it up at the end of the
week. Here are a few examples of

Stretch with your ASB:
initiative that can help lift spirits on a
inspired by student leaders at Vista virtual platform!

relieve stress, practice self-care, or
express themselves. If they feel
bond with your campus and help
your ASB’s social media!
https://tinyurl.com/y9me4f83

so everyone is comfortable!

On your ASB’s
Create an
reach out to students about how mental
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Provide Resources to Students

with. Here some resources the student leaders on your campus can provide!
Leaders are

Mental Health Forum

events.

Wellness Center

caslboard.com/curriculum.
month to maintain

Mental Health Resource Board

contacts, and other vital information accessible to your student body.
https://tinyurl.com/yyppcqr4

Diversity Library

create this document make sure to have all books from the BIPOC perspective!
“What If” Week

come and present a 30-minute workshop about their area of experiences and

to send with your members to ask if there is extra time. In the end, you can play a
documentary that relates to your theme. Remember, the focus of this week is to
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Talking to Administration and Parents

seriously. Create a plan of what your idea is and where your ideas come into play.

Utilize your School’s “Why”: If you have ever been hesitant to take action towards
statement, school’s values, or your motto. Repeat this to your administration and
explain how your issue directly correlates with your school’s values. For example,

culture.
Dual Meetings:
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Creating
Opportunity for
Your Community

When discussing the how to create opportunity for your community, ask the following
as a school can aid in the process of supporting your students with tangible and actionable
items. Your leadership group may consist of many student groups, so use that diversity to
think creatively.
• What stereotypes exist on your campus? How can you break down these perspectives and
change them into understanding and empathy instead?
• When is it important to be an advocate for your community?
• Has your ASB Program actively been trying to be accessible to all of your students?
• What communication platforms does your ASB Program utilize?
• Which of your communication platforms receive the most interaction from your students?
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Advocacy & Listening
This section is intended for all executive members and advisors

Accomplice vs. Ally vs. Advocate

• Being an accomplice

• Being an ally takes accomplice one step further: it involves sitting with
and actively supporting a marginalized group. Allyship is a recognition of
privilege and works to dismantle the systems that contribute to unjust
privilege. Apply this role when you need to work alongside someone to
complete an action (EX: Working with community members to draft a
statement for the school board meeting about the budget AND showing
up to support).
• Being an advocate is someone who speaks on behalf of the struggles of a
marginalized group. It requires a nuanced understanding of systemic
only possible by intentionally listening to your community to know how to
speak for their needs. Apply this role when others are limited in their
ability to act and your platform as a leader enables you to do so (EX:
When the school board is only surveying ASB Presidents to learn about
the district’s opinion on budget cuts).

community’s input.
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Leaders can become unintentionally jaded with their perceptions and

hand-in-hand.
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Digital Equity
This section is intended for all student leaders and advisors

Account,” which allows you to include
contact
info
for
increased
communication, and you can even
connect to an online store! On
Snapchat, your account can be seen as
a “Subscription,” which appears in a
subscribers have the desire to view
you can view the analytics of your
followers, and unify your students

announcements and

applications are simple examples that
allow you to appeal to the majority of
your students. about how mental

these videos on their

Sometimes students can’t have

What is Digital Equity & Why is it
Important?
communication

application

called

important information to all students Leadership,” due to its positive reviews
and features. For students who don’t
have the option to have social media
and think of some other online
becomes more possible.
Programs & Platforms You Can Use
Instagram & Snapchat

students can simply follow or join the

for the simple fact most students have
pictures, videos, and links into each
post, and you can even allow your
students to upload their media to the
post. Additionally, some schools have
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https://tinyurl.com/yyhvsm3z

still the very real possibility some students on your campus do not have
weekly or monthly newsletters becomes a valuable alternative way of

committee can be formed in your leadership class with the purpose of
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fact there are countless ways to reach your students on a virtual level. When

students deserve to have a wide variety of communication platforms to choose

your students.
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Community
Engagement
and More

After pitching this idea to the correct people and getting the idea approved, it’s time to hone
talk about & address to then create long term solutions.
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Zoom Out
• What are the demographics of my campus?
we are focusing the panel on?
• How do we believe the majority of our student body will respond to
this topic?

The Why
you can do whatever topic is best for what your school needs.

tackles a broad subject
panel can surround multiple topics or only discuss one
needs of your campus.

Student Input

saying?
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Invite students who have personal connections to your topic to have a
platform. Guiding Thoughts:

• What do they hope the panel ultimately addresses?

process/implementation?

Next Steps
Once you have a conversation and made any adjustments to your initial plan,

Timeline: Include the date you plan to have the panel, consider important

a reasonable date to map out all the to-dos.
Roles
there committees that could form? One committee could include the Outreach

Meeting Dates
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Dear Change Maker,
California and all over the country.
For our second curriculum pack, our team wanted to take virtual leadership a step

believe these subjects are all extremely vital in todays climate and we hope that you are

Curriculum Resource Packs even better: https://forms.gle/3Mv4py4vbh8aWF2C6

Support CASL

constituents. With your help, we can continue to hold our annual events that
cover a student leader’s experience/journey/verb to the CASL State Conference. We

With CASLove,
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Have Questions?
or email curriculum@caslboard.com.
Isha Chander - Commitee Lead
• isha.chander@caslboard.com
Isaiah Rivera

Ernie Padilla
• ernie.padilla@caslboard.com
Brian Chander

• isaiah.rivera@caslboard.com
Sophie White

• brian.chander@caslboard.com
Andrew Santana - CASL State President

• sophie.white@caslboard.com
Kellen Bynes

• andrew.santana@caslboard.com
Sandra Kurland - NatStuCo California Executive Director

• kellen.bynes@caslboard.com

• sandra.kurland@caslboard.com

Curriculum pack formatted by student leaders on the CASL Media Team
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